Welcome to our mountain hut

Many years ago the grandmother of the „Tschötscherhof“ sit every summer at the Puflatsch in this mountain
hut with a hoard of grandchildren at her feet and offered the passing hikers fresh milk, a glass of schnapps, and
carefully prepared cheese sandwiches.
We would like to follow her now with the same passion – developing a close collaboration between the
region’s agriculture and the tourism sector.

rustic

The old farmhouse parlour is more than 150 years old and comes from Val Pusteria.
This special wood spreads a very pleasant and cosy atmosphere.

Using a professional mixture of tradtional and modern style and the combination of the
old wood from local forests with natural stone and glass create this special alpine flair

authentic

cosy

Food should be consumed there where it is grown and harvested – according to this
principle we are buying food, ingredients and drinks from local farmers of the area.
Zu Tschötsch • Sant Osvaldo
Maso Pfleger • Sant Osvaldo
Maso Puntschieder • San Vigilio
Maso Faller • San Valentino
Zu Plun • San Valentino
Brimi • Latte fresco dei contadini

Maso Partschiller • Fié
Maso Kaltenbrunn • Tisana
Schlernhof • Castelrotto
Maso Walch • Barbiano
Maso Simmele Müller • San Vigilio
Maso Gostner • S. Leonardo

Many details, like the breadbaskets and decoration items come from the protected workshop for disabled
people „Locia“ in Ortisei/Val Gardena.

We invite you to our culinary highlights of the South Tyrolean cuisine – traditional or with a new
interpretation – from 11.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.
All day long you can enjoy our south tyrolean break or our homemade cakes and desserts – and last
but not least the stunning panoramic view.

Have a very good time
and enjoy the sunny side of the Alpe di Siusi … and of the life!

Jaider family & the Tschötsch Alm crew

